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C O N TA C T

in

S K I L L S

W O R K  E X P E R I E N C E

Led the creation of the microservices framework for the enterprise 

application, overseeing design and architecture. This involved initiating 

module-by-module development to break down the application into 

smaller, deployable units. My responsibilities included researching impact 

analyses and solution specifications. Integrated OAuth2 security into the 

microservices structure, ensuring a robust security framework. I analyzed 

issues, conducted thorough root cause analyses, and proposed effective 

solutions. Recognizing the need for streamlined development processes, 

I proposed efficient and procedural development approaches. 

Implemented unit tests for functional and requirement validation checks.

REMOTE SENIOR FULLSTACK DEVELOPER, CASHARE AG 
HÜNENBERG SWITZERLAND - 2017 - 2019

Initiated the development process. Worked closely with the CEO to 

prioritize modules for bi-weekly sprint development, monitoring the 

progress of both local and remote team members. Systematically 

organized and assigned weekly deliverables for the team. 

LEAD FULLSTACK DEVELOPER, YABBU  
AMSTERDAM, NETHERLANDS - 2016 - 2017

Developed a comprehensive application by employing front-end 

development (React/Redux) and back-end development (Java/Spring 

Boot). This encompassed the creation of new modules and the strategic 

integration of third-party libraries to augment functionality. Produced 

thorough documentation for future reference and implemented unit 

tests to validate functionality and meet requirements.

FREELANCE SENIOR DEVELOPER, TRUSTIIN  
ONTARIO, CANADA - 2022 - 2023

Enhanced application functionality by seamlessly integrating a new 

third-party hotel API, integrating hotelinx into the RateBoard 

System, and developing modules to augment overall capabilities. 

Implemented a more streamlined microservices architecture for 

improved efficiency. Additionally, authored comprehensive 

documentation for future reference and implemented unit tests to 

ensure functional and requirement validation.

FREELANCE SENIOR DEVELOPER, RATEBOARD  
TYROLL, AUSTRIA - 2021 - 2022

Responsible for integrating third-party APIs into the CuriX system, 

demonstrating successful integration with Dynatrace, CheckMK, and 

Azure. Accomplished the development of a microservice metric collector 

for Dynatrace, CheckMK, and Azure. Tasked with establishing and 

configuring the Azure and CheckMK environment within a Linux VM to 

ensure smooth access and integration. Installed and configured the 

essential PRTG Network Monitoring tool on a Windows Server VM to 

facilitate communication with the collector microservice. Worked closely 

with the inaugural members of the development team to meet project 

milestones.

SENIOR DEVELOPER, CURIX AG  
BAAR, SWITZERLAND - 2023 - PRESENT

Java / J2EE

Spring Boot

MongoDB

NextJS

Maven

Flutter

Kafka

JPA

PostgreSQL

Rest / JSON

Git

Javascript

React

MySQL

Hibernate

React-Native

Docker
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